The Michael C. Braswell/Routledge Outstanding Dissertation Award: The deadline for Nominations is August 2, 2021.
Nominations sent to: Katarzyna Celinska, kcelinska@jjay.cuny.edu
Copy nomination to: Angela Gover, angela.gover@ucdenver.edu

The award for the dissertation selected will include a $300 stipend, and the dissertation will be eligible for consideration to be published as a Routledge Monograph. Nominations must include a carefully edited, electronic copy of the dissertation. For the outstanding criminal justice–related dissertation:

1. Relevancy of research problem.
2. Quality of theoretical orientation.
3. Rigor of empirical and/or qualitative research and documentation.
4. Quality of writing.
5. Dissertations must have been completed within two years of nomination.

Department chairs and faculty mentors are invited to encourage doctoral students and beginning faculty members to submit their dissertations for consideration.